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About the Neustadt International Prize for Literature:
The Neustadt International Prize for Literature is a biennial
award sponsored by the University of Oklahoma and World
Literature Today. The prize was established in 1969 as the
Books Abroad International Prize for Literature, then
renamed the Books Abroad/Neustadt Prize before assuming
its present name in 1976, the Neustadt International Prize for
Literature. It is the first international literary award of this
scope to originate in the United States and is one of the very
few international prizes for which poets, novelists, and
playwrights are equally eligible. Biennially, an international
jury of outstanding writers is selected and convened to
decide the winners. The members of the jury are determined
by the executive director of World Literature Today in
consultation with the journal’s editors and the president of
the University of Oklahoma. Each juror nominates one
author for the prize. The jurors convene for two to three days
at the University of Oklahoma for their deliberations.
The charter of the Neustadt Prize stipulates that the award be
given in recognition of outstanding achievement in poetry,
fiction, or drama and that it be conferred solely on the basis
of literary merit. Any living author writing in any language is
eligible, provided only that at least a representative portion
of his or her work is available in English, the language used
during the jury deliberations. The prize may serve to crown a
lifetime’s achievement or to direct attention to an important
body of work that is still developing. (The prize is not open
to application.)
The Neustadt Scholar Program at Colorado Academy:
Colorado Academy hosts an annual writing competition for
Upper School students, whereby winners are selected
through a process of positive elimination, modeled after the
Jury deliberation process for the Neustadt prizes. Members
of the English and history Departments collaborate to select
two to four CA Neustadt Scholars based on submissions
modeled on and/or connected to the work of the Neustadt/
NSK laureate for that year. The CA Neustadt Scholars attend
the Neustadt/NSK Festival at the University of Oklahoma,
their work is published in various journals by Colorado
Academy and World Literature Today, and they participate in
workshops with the winning authors and/or jurors.

Background information on the 2018 Neustadt International Prize for Literature laureate,
Edwidge Danticat:
“Create dangerously, for people who read dangerously. This is what I’ve always thought it meant
to be a writer. Writing, knowing in part that no matter how trivial your words may seem,
someday, somewhere, someone may risk his or her life to read them.”
- Edwidge Danticat in Create Dangerously
Edwidge Danticat is the 25th laureate of the renowned Neustadt International Prize for
Literature. Awarded in alternating years with the NSK Neustadt Prize for Children’s Literature,
the Neustadt Prize recognizes outstanding literary merit in literature worldwide.
The author of stories, essays, travel commentary, film scripts, YA novels, memoirs, and
four novels, Danticat - in the words of Robert Con Davis-Undiano, World Literature Today’s
executive director - is a “master writer whose newest work promises even greater heights.”. In
addition to a Pushcart Prize, a National Book Critics Circle Award, the BOCAS Prize, and the
Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Fiction, Danticat won a MacArthur Fellowship and
holds two honorary degrees. Her debut novel, Breath, Eyes, Memory (Soho, 1994; Vintage,
1998) was an Oprah Book Club selection in 1998.
Danticat experiments with form and structure and frequently references the literary
history of Haiti and the Caribbean. She paints scenes of immigrant life in New York and Miami
with fresh details and palpable familiarity. Achy Obejas nominated Danticat and in her
nominating statement, Obejas comments that Danticat’s work “addresses how the specter of
history haunts the unresolved present” and “undermines the future unless people find a way to
redeem it.
What is most remarkable is that Danticat can do this all while weaving stories together
with the most nebulous understanding of hope. Her characters embody hope and fear, hope and
poverty, hope and flight, and hope and transformation.
Historical and Cultural Overview of Haiti
Early History
When the Spanish arrived in Haiti in 1492, the island was already occupied by the Taino
(also known as Arawak) people, hard-working farmers who had named the island Ayti, which
means “mountainous.” The Spanish renamed the island “Hispaniola,” and by 1496, the Spanish
established Santo Domingo (now the capital of the Dominican Republic) as the capital of the
Spanish Caribbean, and after the execution of the Taino Queen, Anacaona, they enslaved the
Taino people to help them mine gold. By 1502, after hard work and smallpox wiped out most of
the Taino, the Spanish began importing slaves from Africa to help with the mining. By the
mid-17th century, French settlers had taken over most of the western side of Hispaniola, and
eventually, after the gold ran out, the Spanish gave the west side of the island to the French, who
renamed it Saint-Domingue. Between 1501 and 1803, the Spanish and French brought close to

800,000 African slaves to Haiti to work huge sugar and coffee plantations. It quickly became the
most prosperous French colony in the world.
Resource:
Link to Edwidge Danticat’s book, Anacaona: Golden Flower, Haiti, 1490
In 1791, inspired by the French Revolution, slaves gathered near the current northern city
of Cap Haitien in an area known as Bois Caiman, where a vodou priest, Dutty Boukman, held a
ceremony that effectively began the revolution of the slaves of Haiti against the French. Led by
Toussaint Louverture (who was captured in 1802 and later executed in France in 1803), the
rebellion lasted until 1804, when Louverture’s lieutenant, Jean-Jacques Dessalines, declared
independence from France and established the Republic of Haiti. It was and still is the only
successful slave rebellion in world history. Afraid of giving credence to this rebellion, the
president of the United States, Thomas Jefferson, refused (along with many other European
countries) to recognize Haiti as a sovereign nation, refusing to trade with the newly established
country. This, along with the enormous debt the French forced the new republic to repay, put
Haiti on shaky financial footing, and the effects of that era are still felt today.
Resource:
Link to British Romantic Poet William Wordsworth’s 1803 Poem about
Toussaint Louverture
Curricular Link:
“A Wall of Fire Rising”
20th Century History
From the time of Dessalines becoming Haiti’s leader, the country has gone through many,
many leaders and much political turmoil, including the American occupation of Haiti from
1915-1934. From 1911-1915, there was great political instability, with six rulers being killed or
exiled, so President Woodrow Wilson sent in US Marines to help re-establish order there. In
reality, Wilson wanted also to solidify American financial concerns in Haiti, and he even went so
far as to take control of the National Bank of Haiti (theUnited States maintained fiscal control of
Haiti until 1947). The invasion also helped mitigate a concern for a growing German influence
in Haiti and the Caribbean as we were about to enter World War I. This period helped define the
increasingly complicated relationship between the United States and Haiti, and we see these
complications manifest throughout the 20th century, from the treatment of Haitians coming to the
United States via boat in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s, to the United States’ involvement in the
presidency of Jean-Bertrand Aristide.
Resource:
Link to Edwidge Danticat reading poems “Tourist” and “Boat People” by
Felix Morisseau-Leroy.
Curricular Link:
“Children of the Sea”
Haiti also continued to have conflict with its neighbor to the east, the Dominican
Republic, and in 1937, Dictator Rafael Trujillo, leader of the Dominican Republic, executed over
12,000 Haitians in northwest Haiti. This event is known as the parsley massacre, due to how
Trujillo’s men determined whether or not the people involved were of Dominican descent or not.
If they couldn’t pronounce parsley (“perejil” in Spanish) with a proper Spanish accent, they were
killed. Trujillo’s anti-Haitian sentiment seen in the early 20th century has resonance even today

when the Dominican Republic recently stripped Dominicans of Haitian descent of their
nationality, deporting over 40,000 to Haiti, where they are now stateless.
Resource:
Link to Rita Dove’s Poem “Parsley”
Curricular Link:
“1937”
One of the most difficult times in Haitian history occurred between 1957 and 1986, when
François “Papa Doc” Duvalier and his son, Jean-Claude “Baby Doc” Duvalier, were in power.
These two men, ruthless dictators both, used fear and violence to control the population of Haiti.
Much of the violence was enacted by their henchmen, the “tonton macoute”, whose name comes
from Haitian folklore as the figure of “uncle knapsack”, the mythical bogeyman who would
kidnap kids at night, put them in his knapsack, and eat them for breakfast. They enjoyed a reign
of terror for nearly 30 years as they were used to suppress political opposition, and they killed,
raped, and tortured countless Haitians during this time period. The Fort Dimanche Prison, where
many of the victims ended up, is known as a place where very few prisoners ever made it out
alive to tell their stories.
Curricular Link:
"Children of the Sea” and “1937”
From the time Baby Doc was forced from office in 1986, a series of coups and failed
dictatorships led to the election of Jean Bertrand Aristide, “Little Titid,” a popular priest who
won the first free and peaceful election in Haitian history. His presidency was short lived,
however, as he was forced from office into exile in 1991 by another military coup. From 1991 to
1999, the United Nations and the United States forces oversaw a transition to a civilian
government again. Aristide was re-elected in 2000, and stayed in power until bicentennial
celebrations in 2004 resulted in another uprising against him, sending him into exile once again.
At this point, to combat gang violence and armed uprisings in the country, the United Nations
established the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) to help restore order.
Since 2004, there have been multiple leaders, and the current president of Haiti is Jovenal Moise.
Curricular Link:
“Children of the Sea” and “1937”
Natural Disasters
“‘In Haiti, people never really die’ my aunts and grandmothers said when I was a child, which
seemed strange, because in Haiti people were always dying. They died in disasters both natural
and man-made. They died from political violence. They died of infections that would have been
easily treated elsewhere. They even died of chagrin, of broken hearts. But what I didn’t fully
understand was that in Haiti people’s spirits never really die. This has been proved in stories I
have seen and read since the earthquake, of boundless suffering endured with grace and
dignity…” (p. 176, Create Dangerously by Edwidge Danticat).
Haiti has been hit hard over the years by tropical storms, hurricanes, and the terrible
earthquake in January 2010 that killed over 200,000 people, an event that has forever re-shaped
Haiti. It also left an estimated 1.5 million people homeless. The lingering effects of this event
have altered the psyche of Haiti, especially for children. As Edwidge Danticat said in her chapter
“Our Guernica,” in Create Dangerously: The Immigrant Artist at Work, “to watch your house

and neighborhood, your city, crumble, and then to watch your father die, and then nearly to die
yourself, all before your tenth birthday, seems like an insurmountable obstacle for any
child” (166). That event, in addition to terrible flooding in 2004 from Hurricane Jeanne, several
terrible tropical storms in 2008, and Hurricane Matthew in 2016, which left over 35,000 people
homeless, have also left their mark on the country, both physically and psychologically.
Vodou [in Haiti]
Many of the slaves who came to Haiti came from Benin and Togo, and they brought with
them a religion that to a degree is still in place today, although in an altered form. As slaves
sought to establish community and find ways to connect and communicate their shared beliefs,
the syncretism of Catholicism with Vodou allowed them to do so, especially since most slave
owners forbid the practice of Vodou. The connection between Catholic Saints and the Vodou
Lwa or gods became even more systematic: Damballah with St. Patrick, Erzulie with the Virgin
Mary, Agwe with St. Ulrich, etc. In 1804, the Vatican severed ties with Haiti and didn’t reestablish ties until 1860, so Vodou grew in strength, and even today, it is a fully recognized
religion (in April 2003, the Haitian government recognized it as such) and is really a way of life
for many, many Haitians. Many believe that after death, souls are reunited in Ginen, the
ancestral homeland under the sea that represents Africa before they were taken away as slaves.
Curricular Link:
“Children of the Sea” and “1937”
Contemporary living conditions in Haiti
The current population of Haiti is just under 11 million people, making it the third most
populated island in the Caribbean. Of those, almost 42% are under the age of 18. The literacy
rate is roughly 62%, with over 50% of school-aged children not in school. 59% of Haitians live
on less than $2 US per day, with over 25% living on under $1.25 US per day. 58% of all
Haitians live below the poverty line. Health care and clean water are constant issues in Haiti.
Despite these daily hardships, Haiti is a country filled with beauty and hope. It has a rich
history of art and currently has a thriving art scene, a lively musical tradition, and a rich history
of literature.
Resources: Link to images of paintings by Hector Hyppolite, famous Haitian Painter
(1894-1948)
Link to Site about Art Galleries in Haiti
Link to “Famous Writers from Haiti”
Link to Timeline of Haiti’s History (BBC)

A note about this guide
The lesson plans in this guide celebrate the work of Edwidge Danticat by having students
complete pre-reading activities [primarily thinking prompts] followed by analyzing then writing
their own piece(s). Students are guided through a technical process of understanding form and
function in an effort to help them enjoy reading Danticat’s work and to put them on the path
towards writing. One simple assumption is made about Danticat’s stories in this guide: her stories
are hopeful in the most nebulous sense of the word. These lessons are teacher friendly and
organized in a consistent structure:
- Warm-Up or Pre-Reading exercise - guiding questions and historical points that help guide
the reader through specific a piece by Danticat.
- Reading the story
- Practice - Literary analysis and writing reminders that help prepare the student to write an
original piece.
The original piece by Edwidge Danticat is intended to be used as a model.
The objectives for these lessons are as follows: (1) To be able to gain insight into daily life
in Haiti. (2) To be able to identity and celebrate hope in each story. (3) To be able to write in
response/reaction to the stories. (4) To recognize the value of culturally responsive teaching and
writing while celebrating one’s own unique, cultural voice.
All Lessons are aligned to meet the following Common Core Standards
Anchor Standards for Reading (RL.9-10, RL.11-12)
- Key Ideas and Details: 1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make
logical inferences from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support
conclusions drawn from the text. 2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their
development; summarize the key supporting details and ideas. 3. Analyze how and why
individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a text.
- Craft and Structure: 4. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word
choices shape meaning or tone. 5. Analyze the structure of texts, including how specific
sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text (e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza)
relate to each other and the whole. 6. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content
and style of a text.
- Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse
formats and media, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words. 8. Delineate and
evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the reasoning as
well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence. 9. Analyze how two or more texts address
similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors
take.
- Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 10. Read and comprehend complex literary
and informational texts independently and proficiently.
Anchor Standards for Language (L.9-10, L.11-12)
- Knowledge of Language: 3. Apply knowledge of language to understand how language
functions in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to
comprehend more fully when reading or listening.
- Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases by using context clues, analyzing meaningful word parts, and
consulting general and specialized reference materials, as appropriate. 5. Demonstrate
understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

Grade level: 6-12
Lesson #1: “Wall of Fire Rising” - dreams, flight, emancipation
Assignment: Write a short creative or non-fiction story centered around the ideas of dreams,
flight, and/or emancipation. Use one central image, like Danticat does with the hot-air balloon,
to write this two to four (2-4) page fiction or non-fiction short story.
Pre-reading strategies:
✓ Warm-up | To do - Free write, draw or brainstorm on the following idea: when do you
know that it is time to give up on a dream [understood as the possibility of doing
something or that something might be the case] for practical reasons? Think about a time
when you abandoned a dream? Why did you do this? Should you always chase your
dreams? How do you know when to stop? What if your dream changes?
✓ Literature | History - Take a minute to look at the history and economic status of Haiti at
the beginning of this study guide. What elements of Haiti’s past/present are evident in this
story? How does Haiti’s current social and economic status influence the writing?
Read “A Wall of Fire Rising” by Edwidge Danticat
Practice:
✓ Literature | Analysis - Look at dreams in the story (the hot air balloon and the son’s play).
What kind of dreams do the characters have? What are their hopes? How do these
dreams affect them? How do the words of the playwright support, echo, contrast or
conflict with Guy’s dream? How are we supposed to feel about dreams in connection to
fatherhood or maturity? Can the two co-exist?
✓ Writing | Reminders - Make sure to emphasize unity of time and space. Keep the story
focused on one moment, while including ideas of dreams, flight and emancipation. Note:
emancipation does not need to be literal. Instead, students can look at the idea of
freedom of thought, freedom of dreams, freedom from oppression or being weighted
down.
Using “A Wall of Fire Rising” as a model, students write their own creative or non-fiction
story with one (1) central image around the ideas of (1) dreams, (2) flight, and/or (3)
emancipation.

Grade level: 6-12
Lesson #2: “Children of the Sea” - the epistolary story/form
Writing assignment: Write an epistolary story. Focus on the voice of two (2) separate characters.
Reveal the conflict over time/letters. Emphasize the idea of hope to the audience, even if the
character will not immediately benefit from it. Write 3-4 letters, journal entries, or vignettes from
each character; they do not have to react to the other.
Pre-reading strategies:
✓ Warm-up | To do - Free write, draw or brainstorm on the following idea: to practice and
think about the epistolary form, view the photo of Norman Rockwell’s “The Problem we
All Live With”. What kind of characteristics are revealed in the image? Think about the
voice of each character? Who are they [based on their voice]?
✓ Literature | History - Give a definition of the epistolary form/an epistolary story, and brief
history of travel literature. Why use it in this particular story? What does the epistolary
format offer the reader that a narrator doesn’t? How does it add to the structure? The
revelation of characters? Of plot?
Read “Children of the Sea” by Edwidge Danticat
Practice:
✓ Literature | Analysis 1. Look at the use of nature imagery used in the story. Identify two central images for
each character. What does each image reveal about the character? How does the
image become more complicated over time?
2. Does the use of nature offer hope? Comfort? Lack of connection or promise?
3. What kind of characteristics are revealed in each writer’s letters? How are they based
on their voice?
✓ Writing |Reminders - Emphasize the development of two separate voices. Keep the story
tight with an emphasis or focus on the unity of time and/or space. Stay focused on one
major conflict. Make sure to include some kind of image of hope.
Using “Children of the Sea” as a model, students write their own epistolary story with a focus
on two (2) separate characters in the form of letters, journal entries, or vignettes. Use conflict,
space, and time and include hope in the story.

"Children of the Sea"
by Edwidge Danticat

Grade level: 6-12
Lesson #3 - “Nineteen Thirty-Seven” - cultural heritage and positioning
Writing assignment: Write a creative or non-fiction story centered around one item/image that
helps define your cultural heritage/positioning. Have the item develop in complexity over time.
Pre-reading strategies:
✓ Warm-up | To do - Writing prompt: Do you have an item, totem, talisman or token that
has special significance for you? Why? From where does its significance stem? Think
about the story surrounding this item.
✓ Literature | History - Reviewing the “Historical Note” [found at the beginning of this
guide], what is significant about the year 1937 in terms of Haiti’s history? What is going
on in the world at that time? Next, look at the history of religion - specifically Vodou - in
Haiti. How does Haiti’s history connect to Catholicism?
Read “Nineteen thirty-seven” by Edwidge Danticat
Practice:
✓ Literature | Analysis 1. Mothers and Madonna: The Madonna, or The Virgin Mary, in literary and theological
history is in many ways an “untouchable”, holy woman; a mother beyond reproach
and wholly dedicated to her child(ren). Why is the mother in the story embodying
both the Madonna (holy mother) and the witch? What does Danticat accomplish by
blending two opposing archetypes of women? What is she trying to say about the
nature of holy objects by having the Madonna be a “fake” miracle?
2. Why do the women in the story turn to miracles and/or witchcraft? What might
Danticat be suggesting about hope? What might she be suggesting about women?
3. Consider the complications and iterations in the use of water and fire in the story. Find
all the instances of water and fire. How do they work together or in contrast? What is
Danticat suggesting? How does hope or freedom come into play?

✓ Writing | Reminders - Use your writing prompt as a start. Consider how your item of
significance might say something about your culture.

Using “Nineteen thirty-seven” as a model, students write their own creative or non-fiction
story centered around one (1) image that helps define their cultural heritage/positioning.

Grade level: 10-12 [EXPLICIT MATERIAL]
Lesson #4 - “Night Women” - gender and socio-economic status
Writing assignment: Write a poem or flash fiction story [sometimes called micro fiction and
broadly understood as a type of short that is very brief] about barriers that exist to interfere with
or interrupt curiosity. Incorporate ‘imagination’ in the piece; consider what exists or what
requires an imagination to believe in.
Pre-reading strategies:
✓ Warm-up | To do - Writing prompt: define, draw, and/or create a mind map about the two
terms patience and hope. Does one come from or feed another?

✓ Literature | History 1. Look up the terms jalousies and madrigals. What are they?
2. What is the school system in Haiti? What can kids, like the narrator’s son in the story
“Night Women”, expect in terms of an education in Haiti? Consider this same
question for yourself: what can you expect from an education where you live? As you
read this story “Night Woman”, how does this compare - similar or different?
Read “Night Woman” by Edwidge Danticat
Practice:
✓ Literature | Analysis 1. Will curiosity, specifically the boy’s curiosity, kill the mother’s attempt to hide her
vocation, which is the only way she knows how to protect and provide for her son?
2. What does the line “…brushing the stars out of their hair” mean? Why would “ghost
women” need to do this? What does it mean to have stars in their hair?
3. The narrator and her son live in a place “where nothing lasts.” Is this hopeful? Why
or why not?

✓ Writing |Reminders - make fresh comparisons about solving problems … puts images,
words, ideas together in unique combinations to ‘paint’ big pictures of what writing can
accomplish.
Using “Night Women” as a model, students write their own poem or flash fiction story about
barriers that exist to interfere with or interrupt curiosity. Somewhere in the piece, incorporate
imagination.

